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A Guide To What 
To Expect From 
Hybrid Working 
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Millions of workers are now used to working from home and want it to be an option 
when they go back to the workplace. 

Employers realise they can save on property costs, improve 
employee morale and raise productivity if they shed off ice 
space for flexible alternatives. 

However, some still don’t trust workers to get on with the 
job when working remotely. 

1.    Go back to the off ice full time

2.    Work from home full time

3.    Hybrid working

In a Workplace Survey by 
Gensler last year, only 21% 
of UK workers wanted to 
go back full time to the off ice. 

But f ive days at home didn’t get a high response 
either – only 12% preferred it. Of the three, hybrid 
working is gaining traction for its potential to offer 
the best of all worlds to employees when we go back 
to work.

If your company offers you hybrid working, what 
does it means for you, and what can you expect from 
it? 

We’ve set out to answer your questions and help 
you be more productive, organised and eff icient 
anywhere you work.

What to expect from hybrid working 

21%
OF UK WORKERS        
WANTED TO GO 
BACK FULL TIME 
TO THE OFFICE

12%
OF UK WORKERS 
WANTED TO WORK 
AT HOME FIVE 
DAYS A WEEK

https://www.dropbox.com/s/95m6qh5ovvsb9z5/Gensler_Workplace_Survey_2020.pdf?dl=0
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Who wants a return to the off ice full time?

Research suggests very few of us want to return to the pre-Covid-pandemic traditional 
9 to 5 model because working from home (WFH) offers more flexibility. 

Return to work surveys by workplace consultancy Baker Stuart showed that 89% of people 
valued removing or reducing the commute, 67% liked the opportunity to save money and 
60% enjoyed a better work/life balance. 

We can work around family commitments, enjoy our local neighbourhoods, and gain relief 
f rom the commute’s monotony and stress. 

But WFH also makes things complicated. Productivity 
improved during the lockdown, but the line between work 
and home life blurred, and many of us found it harder to 
collaborate. Some of us hated the isolation and missed 
the off ice banter. Parents found it diff icult to stay focused, 
particularly when also having to home-school their 
children. 

Returning to the off ice full time is therefore unlikely to top 
a popularity poll with employees – or employers for that 
matter. However, it doesn’t mean the off ice can’t be part of 
the solution. 

The Hays report on a hybrid future found that just 19% of 
business leaders expect it to become mandatory for all 
employees to come into the off ice in future. The question is 
how often they will need or want to go in. 

89% OF PEOPLE VALUED REMOVING 
OR REDUCING THE COMMUTE

67%
LIKED THE 
OPPORTUNITY 
TO SAVE MONEY

https://bakerstuart.com/understanding-staff-wellbeing/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ugcPost-6777522791345336320-7j3b/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ugcPost-6777522791345336320-7j3b/
https://www.hays.co.uk/documents/34684/5870862/Hays-a-Hybrid-Future-Management-Today-Report-2020-UK.pdf
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Who would like to WFH full time? 

It seems you’re in the minority if you want to stay 
100% WFH. A get hybrid working done survey by IT 
company Atlas Cloud found only 26% of UK off ice 
workers wanted to work from home full time.

People’s views of home 
working are different 
depending on their 
home situation and its suitability for work. For many, WFH has 
been liberating – one in f ive believes their lives have improved 
under lockdown, according to research by the Policy Institute at 
King’s College London and Ipsos Mori.

But if you share a flat, do not have a dedicated off ice, or experience 
continual Wi-Fi outages, working from home is challenging. The 
LSE and Pocket Living reported young Londoners living in house 
shares were f inding it impossible to stay organised, productive and 
mentally alert working from home.

WFH all the time has had an impact on everyone’s physical 

1 IN 5
BELIEVES THEIR LIVES 
HAVE IMPROVED 
UNDER LOCKDOWN

56%
OF WORKERS 
ENJOYED 
SWAPPING THE 
MORNING COMMUTE 
FOR A LIE-IN

The Foundry, Hammersmith, London

https://www.atlascloud.co.uk/research/get-hybrid-working-done/
https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/year-life-under-lockdown-how-it-went-and-what-people-will-miss
https://www.cityam.com/for-young-londoners-working-from-home-is-a-cramped-and-dismal-experience/
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and mental health and wellbeing. Safety Management magazine reported that half the 
respondents in a survey had new aches and pains in the neck (58%) and back (55%) when 
working at home. 

One of the most signif icant issues is loneliness. In Baker Stuart surveys, 95% of 
respondents said they disliked the social isolation. Research of homeworkers across the UK, 
commissioned by insurer Ageas, showed 56% of workers enjoyed swapping the morning 
commute for a lie-in in 2020, but 21% cited a lack of interaction with colleagues as one of the 
most signif icant pain points. 

The blurred line between work and home life makes it diff icult to switch off for 30% of 
homeworkers, says a Nuff ield Health report. We’re also working well beyond set hours, 
which could result in burnout if it carried on. 

Hybrid working has the power to address many of these negatives and enhance the 
positives by combining the best of working from home with the best of other options.

What is hybrid working?

Hybrid working means some employees work from a central off ice hub while others work 
remotely, either from home or another location, like flexible workspaces, cafés and hotels. 

It’s about doing the right task in the right place with the right people. Hybrid working 
replaces the enforced nature of pre-pandemic off ice working or pandemic working with 
choice and flexibility.

Companies operating a hybrid-working model offer employees different combinations of 
days and workplaces to make this form of remote working – being able to work outside the 
main off ice – a reality. 

Remote working is often confused with flexible working, an umbrella term for working to 
suit employees, such as flexitime and compressed hours. 

30%THE BLURRED LINE BETWEEN 
WORK AND HOME LIFE MAKES IT 
DIFFICULT TO SWITCH OFF FOR  

OF HOMEWORKERS

https://www.britsafe.org/publications/safety-management-magazine/safety-management-magazine/2020/home-workers-report-increase-in-back-pain-and-longer-hours/#:~:text=Home%20workers%20report%20increase%20in%20back%20pain%20and%20longer%20hours,-By%20Belinda%20Liversedge&text=%23WFH%20during%20Covid19%3F&text=More%20than%20half%20of%20the,back%20(55%20per%20cent).
https://bakerstuart.com/working-from-home-social-isolation-and-lockdown/
https://www.nuffieldhealth.com/article/working-from-home-taking-its-toll-on-the-mental-health-relationships-of-the-nation
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/04/home-workers-putting-in-more-hours-since-covid-research
https://www.iwgplc.com/MediaCentre/Article/what-does-hybrid-working-mean-for-the-cre-market#:~:text=What%20is%20hybrid%20working%3F,same%20ones%20outside%20the%20office.
https://blog-hubspot.yourhana.com/ultimate-guide-to-flexible-workspaces?utm_campaign=COVID-19-Impact-Report&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=89693146&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_uRWC9KcpIb8cixL3Xhs4dPd21sixBe1n7ZKsU-ZyO3EGB-KsgGBRH7gvfp4rBKNeT8fmJ4k3cocaSMklXV6h4lnXGy-Mde8fKOzuKd5N15rMoVsA&utm_content=89693146&utm_source=hs_automation
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Who wants hybrid working?

A hybrid working model is popular among employees. A survey 
by Morgan Lovell suggests that 69% of workers want to work in 
an off ice at least three to four days a week. 

Baker Stuart’s survey into boredom in the workplace found 
that over half of those with a home off ice wanted to work 
from home three or four days a week (55%). Those with only a 
dedicated work area within another room or working from a 
sofa or dining table wanted to work from home two or three 
days a week.

Flexible workspace expert Rob Strachan from FlexiSpace 
Marketing believes hybrid is a win-win for employees and 
employers. He said: “Hybrid working is all about providing 

physical environments and different technologies to make sure people can do their best 
work. That varies by individual and task. With hybrid working, you’re taking flexibility further 
by ensuring control of choice over a range of locations, spaces and virtual spaces to get the 
best outcome for everybody.”

69%
OF WORKERS WANT 
TO WORK IN AN 
OFFICE AT LEAST 
THREE TO FOUR 
DAYS A WEEK

Spaces, Avebury Boulevard, Milton Keynes

https://d31fl6kv41tqjh.cloudfront.net/downloads/Morgan_Lovell_Survey-Returning-to-the-workplace.pdf
https://d31fl6kv41tqjh.cloudfront.net/downloads/Morgan_Lovell_Survey-Returning-to-the-workplace.pdf
https://flexispacemarketing.com/
https://flexispacemarketing.com/
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No one is sure how many employers will give employees what they want, although many 
enlightened companies lead the way, including Standard Chartered Bank, Capita and 
Nationwide. They realise that a range of different solutions is optimal for productivity, 
output, speed of projects, quality of work, creativity and collaboration.

However, many CEOs are very face-to-face rooted and prefer 
that their staff come into the off ice. Goldman Sachs boss 
David Solomon is one example of a boss who wants workers 
back in the off ice. 

A Forrester study, reported in Workplace Insight, found that 
70% of business leaders believe employees in the off ice are 
more trustworthy. So, there’s still a hurdle around trust that 
employees will need to jump before every boss wises up to 
the benef its of hybrid working.

That said, the decision may soon be out of employers’ hands 
if the government has its way. According to The Times, 
ministers are looking at plans to extend employees’ rights to 
flexible working, including a right to ask to work from home 
or change hours when it suits them.

70%
OF BUSINESS 
LEADERS BELIEVE 
EMPLOYEES IN THE 
OFFICE ARE MORE 
TRUSTWORTHY

Spaces, Oxford Circus, London

https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/markets/article-9129255/Standard-Chartered-deal-gives-staff-office-closer-home.html
https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-56510574
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-56192048
https://workplaceinsight.net/do-business-leaders-trust-employees-when-they-work-outside-the-office/?utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Appetite
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/working-from-home-and-flexing-hours-will-become-the-norm-r9s325ml3
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1. Stay home for focus tasks and use 
the off ice for collaboration

You’ll be shouldering more responsibility for productivity when you’re hybrid working. 

So consider the job and your preferred ways of working before choosing where to work for 
that task. Think about whether you work better with a buzz around you, in complete silence, 
in a café with noise-cancelling headphones, with or without music. 

Rob says: “Take copywriting. That’s a task best done with minimal distractions and full focus, 
so it’s probably best done at home. For other tasks, like brainstorming with colleagues, 
watercooler moments, meetings or relationship building, the opposite is true.”

Collaboration is easier when you meet face-to-face in the off ice, a meeting room or a 
co-working space. Don’t meet in a hotel or café, however convenient it is, because people 
can overhear private conversations.

If your employer is trialling hybrid working when you 
return to work, this 12-step guide will improve your 
productivity, organisation and eff iciency – and confirm 
their trust in you.

A Baker Stuart survey reveals that the most popular in-off ice day was Thursday, 
with Monday and Friday the most popular WFH days (not surprisingly). 

But before conf irming with your manager which days you want to spend in the off ice 
for collaboration, consider when other team members will be there so you won’t make 
wasted journeys. 

If your team is not around on Thursday, but most of them are in on Wednesday, make 
that your off ice day. It will help combat loneliness and make sure you’re not pointlessly 
swapping one lone desk at home for a solitary desk in the off ice. 

Equally, there may be no point going to work if your manager isn’t around that day.

2. Figure out the best off ice day/s for you 
and build your schedule accordingly
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Your company may have opted for hot-desking, where there are fewer desks than employees. 

A desk booking app like Sedes and innovative technologies could simplify everyone’s diaries 
and improve productivity.  

As the employee, you get to select a workspace, giving you total flexibility as to where you 
work and when. 

It also offers employers a measure of control over space and capacity, which helps workspace 
sanitation and reduces workspace density while the coronavirus is still with us. 

An app also gives employers one invoice to pay per month instead of multiple expenses.

3. Open an account with an app allowing 
you to book workspace

Now’s the time to investigate the value of an annual rail pass if you want 
to decide how many days you want to work from home based on cost. 

You have to be doing a minimum of three days a week commuting into 
London to make it worthwhile. Anything lower and it’s cheaper to buy a day ticket. 

You can save money by travelling by train outside peak hours, usually f rom 9.30am. See 
whether your manager will agree to you coming in on flexible hours after the rush hour 
has ended. It means you still get a lie-in and, whether you’re going to the off ice by road or 
rail, fewer commuters will mean your journeys are less crowded and less stressful. 

By the way, travel doesn’t have to be unproductive. You can work in relative peace without 
worrying about people looking over your shoulder at your laptop if the trains are quieter. 

4. Time your travel into the off ice when 
trains and roads are less busy

https://gosedes.com/product/
https://www.nationalrail.co.uk/times_fares/ticket_types/46548.aspx
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Co-working spaces are available in many of our towns and cities and are a lot less lonely 
than working solo at home. By sharing a desk with other remote workers you will be 
improving your wellbeing and your productivity.

Many of these workspaces also make an effort to create a communal vibe, but the premises 
and service can vary in quality, so shop around. On the plus side, many providers have 
invested heavily to make their work environments stand out in a crowded market. 

Business centres now boast spectacular views and attractive outdoor spaces that improve 
wellbeing and stimulate creativity. 

It’s worth diving into the websites of workspace companies like WeWork, Fora, Orega, 
Landmark and Wizu and the independent operators who specialise in co-working spaces. 
Ask your manager if you can try a few out before committing the company to an agreement 
– workspace providers often give you a day in their space for free.

5. Combat loneliness and boost 
creativity by booking co-working space

One of the noticeable differences between WFH and the off ice is Wi-Fi quality. If your Wi-
Fi is terrible at home, but you don’t want to waste time commuting into the off ice for one 
video call, you could f ind a workspace with Wi-Fi that won’t let you down. 

Standard Chartered Bank has signed a deal with IWG to enable its 95,000 employees to use 
any of 3,500 IWG off ice facilities globally and work closer to their homes in future. 

Banks with a branch network, like Nationwide, are allowing some employees to work from 
their local branch if they don’t want to travel to off ices.

Nationwide is also changing its existing off ices into hubs where “teams can meet for 
creativity, social connection, and collaboration”. Ageas is following the same line of thought. 

“In the next stage of our Workplace of the Future project, we will enhance opportunities 
to collaborate by reconfiguring some of our off ice space to create co-working zones,” said 
Ageas UK HR Director Lyn Nicholls. “We expect the emphasis will shift on how we use off ice 
space to much greater use for team get-togethers and co-creation activity.”

6. Find professional workspace 
closer to home

https://www.regus.com/work-us/en-us/rooms-with-a-view/
https://www.landmarkspace.co.uk/locations/london-old-broad-street/
https://www.wework.com/en-GB
https://www.foraspace.com/
https://www.orega.com/
https://www.landmarkspace.co.uk/
https://wizuworkspace.com/
https://www.iwgplc.com/MediaCentre/Article/standard-chartered-partners-with-iwg-for-more-flexible-future
https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-56510574
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It’s up to you to prove you can be trusted in a hybrid working 
situation – making it work requires self-discipline. You need to 
organise yourself to ensure you have suitable work tools in the right 
place at the right time. 

Show willingness by asking your manager or HR team whether your locker will be there 
when you return to the off ice and if a clear desk policy is still in place (try to mirror that 
policy at home).

Rob Strachan adds: “Much like Hotbox helps you organise your things, you have to 
organise your mind and plan out your day. For example, I’m writing a report today. That’s 
going to require a low level of noise and zero distractions. What have I got in my toolkit 
that offers me that? It involves people taking responsibility, being proactive and being 
accountable for their work.”

Your company may be giving you a fair choice but, as an individual, you’ll have to look at 
your work and life priorities and self-regulate if you want to build your employer’s trust in 
hybrid working. 

You might get a better work/life balance with hybrid, but if your home is in a rural area 
without Wi-Fi, or you live in a noisy flat-share, you may f ind it more productive to work in 
the off ice or serviced off ice space for most of the week. You have to decide.

Young people just starting in the workplace also benef it f rom face-to-face mentoring 
and are more likely to base their social life around work. If that describes you, talk to your 
manager about ways you can balance your week so you can get some of the benef its of 
home-working without affecting your chance to learn and grow with the company.

As the chancellor, Rishi Sunak, told the Telegraph: “You can’t beat the spontaneity, the 
team-building, the culture that you create in a f irm or an organisation from people 
actually spending physical time together.”

7. Organise your belongings and your 
thoughts to avoid duplication of effort

8. Be truthful with yourself

https://www.behotbox.com/product/hotbox-2-desk-organisers/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/03/25/rishi-sunak-exclusive-workers-could-quit-forced-stay-home/
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After a year of working at your kitchen or dining room table or on your lap, think about 
how you can adapt your home to make it more comfortable, organised and productive for 
permanent home-working some of the time.

Delineate an area that’s always for work and clear it away at the end of the day. 

Look at dual-use furniture and space-saving designs that could help you make better 
use of your working area. Off ice furniture companies, for example, have started creating 
smaller formats for the home. 

During the pandemic, people found WFH hard because they had children around to 
home-school, gyms were closed and there was nowhere to socialise. With children back 
at school and restrictions slowly being lifted, the home could become the perfect work 
environment for concentrated tasks.

To protect your health and wellbeing, you have to be self-aware and not let home and 
work-life merge. Tell yourself not to look at the phone after leaving the ‘off ice’ and make 
sure you use your lunch hour, so you don’t fall into the trap of extending your working 
hours. 

A recent work survey from Goldman Sachs revealed young analysts were working an 
unsustainable and unhealthy 100-hour week. 

Before returning to work, contact your IT department and check that your technology is 
up to the job. IT teams have worked hard to get people working from home on laptops, but 
now you need to be able to move from one place to another and ‘plug in and play’ with ease 
and security wherever you go.

If they haven’t done so already, your company also needs to buy you a good work chair if 
you’re going to work from home permanently, so you optimise your productivity. 

9. Take the chance to improve your 
workspace at home

11. Don’t forget to build in time for 
your wellbeing

10. Make sure you have tech that 
works anywhere

https://www.behotbox.com/blog/2021/03/03/6-cool-desk-designs-for-home-workers/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/03/23/goldman-sachs-boss-praises-junior-bankers-for-raising-workplace-abuse/
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Business leaders and flexible workspace providers have spent the lockdown cleaning and 
sanitising desks and putting in social distancing signage. 

But it’s up to all of us to take precautions by following the guidelines, including washing our 
hands and using hand sanitiser regularly.

12. Take responsibility for your safety

If hybrid working is to be a success, employees must make every effort to prove their 
employers’ trust in them by doing what they can to be productive, organised and eff icient 
when they’re working anywhere. 

But it’s just as critical that business leaders support hybrid workers. 

The Ageas UK HR Director Lyn Nicholls said good people management and knowledge 
sharing, ongoing access to career development, reminders about taking breaks and exercise 
for their wellbeing, and other flexible options like compressed hours and flexible start times 
as focus areas.

“It’s doable if we change behaviours,” said Rob Strachan. 

Productivity at Ageas hasn’t dropped since staff started working remotely, with some 
reporting they’re more productive at home. Lyn Nicholls added: “It does mean managers 
are having to learn to manage in a different way, with much greater emphasis on outcomes 
and delivery.”

The availability of so many options means that hybrid working isn’t a series of black and 
white opportunities. To be a success each company has to f ind its own solution.

Baker Stuart’s Sarah Moore said: “It’s important to understand what the organisational 
goals are, as well as the needs and perceptions of the people within an organisation. Then,  
companies can create a high-level understanding of how, where and when people will work 
in the future within which the framework of hybrid working will sit.” 

Will hybrid working be a success?

Productivity at Ageas hasn’t dropped since staff started working remotely, with 
some reporting they’re more productive at home. Lyn Nicholls added: “It does mean 
managers are having to learn to manage in a different way, with much greater emphasis 
on outcomes and delivery.”

https://www.landmarkspace.co.uk/cleanstart/
https://www.landmarkspace.co.uk/cleanstart/
https://news.microsoft.com/en-gb/2021/02/15/research-reveals-how-we-really-feel-about-working-from-home/


With business sectors and 
distribution on a global scale, 
we are passionate about selling 
our products in the fast-
growing agile-working world.

To find out more head to the 
website or drop us an email:

www.behotbox.com 
sales@behotbox.com


